Host Brett says:
<<<<Resume Mission "All Good Things">>>>

CIV_Ferrone says:
::at the helm taking the Delphyne to Starbase 39S at warp 5::

CNS_Enki says:
::In the transporter room, awaiting the arrival of the two Investigators::

Host Flynn says:
::In the CO's ready room, looking smug::

Host CO_KBeth says:
::looking out the window at 'Alice':: Flynn: You say that ship is sentient?

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::sits in command chair of the Del bridge::

Host Flynn says:
CO: I didn't say that.  But, yes, she is.

CSO_Syrna says:
::enters lift:: TL: Sickbay.

Host Flynn says:
Action: Commander Doleo and Lt. Rheims beam aboard

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CIV: Have our guests beamed aboard yet?

CNS_Enki says:
Doleo/Rheims: Commander Doleo, Lieutenant Rheims, welcome to the USS Delphyne.  I am Ensign Marla Enki, Counselor here.  And this is Ensign T`Rail, our Tactical Officer.

Host Flynn says:
Action: Doleo is an angular man with slight points on his ears and deep set eyes.  He has a constant unhappy expression on his face which makes him look "mean"

CSO_Syrna says:
*XO*: The last thing the CTO said to me was to suggest that there may currently be a saboteur aboard. She did not say why she thought this, but that she did. I thought you would like to know.

CIV_Ferrone says:
XO: Not sure, sir...  ::wonders if he should be stationed at ops instead::

Host CO_KBeth says:
::shakes her head:: Flynn: Where has it been this whole time?

Host Doleo says:
CNS: Ensign.  ::nods::  Take me to the Captain, I want to get this over with.

CSO_Syrna says:
::exits lift on Deck 7, and goes to sickbay::

CNS_Enki says:
Doleo/Rheims: We've set up temporary quarters here for you... are you sure you wouldn't like to stop by them first?

Host Flynn says:
CO: Ah, well, I'm not really sure.  However, I know she was on Earth five days ago when I sent the last message to her, and received one back later that day.  I would assume she has only recently arrived here.

CSO_Syrna says:
::enters sickbay and confers with a doctor:: MO_Generic: Aldean Flu? It would seem prudent to call a medical quarantine.

Host Doleo says:
CNS: We will not be staying.  We are here to retrieve this...person...and take him back with me aboard the Himori.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::gets up and strides the few meters to the FCO console::  CIV: Here if you do this. ::demonstrates:: then you can call this menu up. ::begins to read the screen::

CSO_Syrna says:
<MO Generic>*ALL*: This is sickbay. This ship is now under official medical quarantine. All Medical Staff report to sickbay immediately.

CNS_Enki says:
Doleo: I.. understand, Commander.  Then, if you'll follow me, I'll take you to the Bridge.

TO_T`Rail says:
::reports to the CNS:: CNS: What can I help you with sir ::grins::

Host Doleo says:
Action: Lt. Carla Rheims is a Betazoid who was once quite pretty.  Now she appears saddened and faded, as if in a constant state of fatigue.

Host CO_KBeth says:
::looks at Flynn:: Flynn: Earth in five days?

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CIV: And there is our answer.  Thank you.  I know that it is not always easy to adjust to working more than one station at a time but you get use to it with practice.

CNS_Enki says:
::Begins to escort the Cmdr and Lt to the turbolift:: TO: Could you check out that medical quarantine?  I'm a little concerned about that...

CIV_Ferrone says:
::wonders just what the heck happened to make the ship quarantined....?::

Host Flynn says:
CO: Have you forgotten what all I told you K'Beth?  Alice is very special.  And now you begin to realize why she can never fall into anyone's hands.

TO_T`Rail says:
CNS: Sure ::heads down to sickbay::

CNS_Enki says:
::Calls after the TO:: TO: Ensign!

CNS_Enki says:
TO: Doesn't your comm badge work?

Host Doleo says:
::Looks up in annoyance::  CNS: What is that al about?  ::indicates the speakers announcing the quarantine::

TO_T`Rail says:
CNS: ooooo I thought you meant personally.

Host CO_KBeth says:
::hears the medical quarantine and grins a bit:: Flynn: well there's step one in keeping her out of their hands.  Although I do have to admit I'm still having a bit of trouble believing what you say about her.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::decides to go back to the OPS console to track their progression::

CNS_Enki says:
::Looks at Doleo and Rheims:: Doleo: I'm not certain.  Mr. T`Rail here will look into it as we head towards the Bridge.  At least, I assumed that you would like to head there immediately, interruptions or no interruptions.

TO_T`Rail says:
*SICKBAY*: What’s going on down there why the  quarantine alert?

CNS_Enki says:
Doleo: Infectious viral infection or no, sir.

Host Flynn says:
CO: ::Smiles his pirate grin::  Don't worry, in time you will become a believer.  ::Winks::  You know, you could just beam me to my ship and avoid a lot of trouble.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::decides it best to make sure her back is turned to the TL when they get there::

CSO_Syrna says:
*TO*: A case of Aldean Flu. Mostly harmless, but we don't want it to spread. The ship will have to be quarantined until it runs its course in three to.... five days, depending.

Host Doleo says:
CNS: ::Grunts::  Yes, I need to see Captain T'Kar.

CNS_Enki says:
Doleo: Of course.  ::The turbolift car arrives:: After you, sir?

CSO_Syrna says:
::quickly finds something in the scans from Aldea that may suffice as "Aldean Flu"::

TO_T`Rail says:
CNS: If you don’t need me at the moment id like to go down to sickbay and see if I can help

Host Doleo says:
::Enters the lift and stands facing out, almost at attention.  Lt. Rheims follows and stands behind him.::

Host CO_KBeth says:
::just looks at him:: Flynn: I will trust you to a point, but if I just let you go I jeopardize this entire crew.  And I'm not willing to do that.

CNS_Enki says:
::Nods to the TO, wondering what kind of medical training he could have, but letting him go anyway:: TL: Bridge.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::sees their bio signs enter the TL::

Host CO_KBeth says:
*XO*: Report, Cmdr.

TO_T`Rail says:
::enters the RL:: COMPUTER: Sickbay

CIV_Ferrone says:
::keeping an eye on out for subspace eddies on the navigational sensors::

Host Flynn says:
CO: I see.  Well, you are correct I suppose.  Although I hate to put you to all this trouble.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
*CO*: The Cmdr and Lt. Cmdr are on board and Sickbay has placed us under quarantine.  I am checking to see what the cause is ma'am.

Host Flynn says:
CO: Say, would it help to escape while Doleo is in the room?  ::Smiles helpfully::

TO_T`Rail says:
::exits the TL and walks down the corridor to sickbay::

Host CO_KBeth says:
::sighs and rubs her eyes tiredly:: Flynn: I think it was too late the minute you came on board.  Next time you want to fly my ship...just ask, will you please?

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
*Sickbay*: Report.

Host Flynn says:
::Pats her on the shoulder::  CO: I promise.

TO_T`Rail says:
::enters sickbay::

CSO_Syrna says:
*XO*: Sickbay regrets to inform you that we seem to have Aldean Flu.

Host CO_KBeth says:
Flynn: And no...it wouldn't be a good idea to 'escape', not unless you want Starfleet hunting you down throughout the quadrant.  We'll have to come up with some other solution.

Host Flynn says:
CO: You know, you could really use a vacation!  This command stuff is wearing you down.

TO_T`Rail says:
CSO: I was wondering if I could help I’ve had some medical training and experience. 

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::sees D’von approach and smiles:: OPS: Perfect timing.

OPS_Dvon says:
::looks at the commander:: XO: Perfect timing for what?

Host CO_KBeth says:
::just shakes her head and goes over to the replicator for a cup of coffee:: Flynn: Just sit down over in the corner there please.  And let me deal with Doleo.  At least he can't take you off the ship for now.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
OPS:I need you to be distracting me from seeing who is going to be coming off that TL in a few moment. ::smiles::

CNS_Enki says:
::The TL arrives at the Bridge and opens:: Doleo/Rheims: Welcome to the Bridge.  If you need anything while you are here, I have been assigned to help you.

Host Flynn says:
CO: ::Bows graciously::  Very well, I leave my fate in your capable hands.  ::Goes and plops down in the chair::  I must admit, it is an amusing change for the damsel in distress to rescue me!

CSO_Syrna says:
TO: Hm.... ::ponders:: No... I am doing some detailed lab work with this flu virus. It would be best to let me research it.

OPS_Dvon says:
::doesn’t understand what she is talking about, but see the TL doors open:: XO: Commander, could you come take a look at these readings for me

Host Doleo says:
CNS: ::Walks out of the TL and looks for the Captain::  CNS: Thank you ensign, but we won't be here that long.

CNS_Enki says:
Doleo: That might not be true, sir...

Host CO_KBeth says:
::just looks sideways at him and mutters to herself about arrogant scoundrels::

CNS_Enki says:
Doleo: We are under a medical quarantine.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::nods and looks at the screen::  OPS: Hmm.... looks interesting.  What is your take on it?

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::resists the temptation to look over at the TL::

Host CO_KBeth says:
::goes and sits down at her desk.  Squares her shoulders and takes a deep breath.  Hits her comm badge:: *CNS*: What is the location of our guests?

Host Doleo says:
::Looks at the CNS, his eyes cold::  CNS: I heard the announcement.  After I speak with the Captain I'm sure the medical staff will make an exception.

CNS_Enki says:
*CO*: ::Clears throat:: Actually, we just arrived on the Bridge, ma'am.  Shall I show them in?

OPS_Dvon says:
XO: Well Commander, I believe that that power until has been back feeding into the distribution matrix causing disturbances in these areas ::points at the screen showing a supply order for the new astrometrics::

Host CO_KBeth says:
*CNS*: Yes please.

CNS_Enki says:
::Turns to the investigators:: Doleo/Rheims: This way, sirs.  ::Leads them to the Ready Room::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
*Sickbay*: Understood thank you.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
*CO*: Sickbay has informed the bridge that we have a threat of Aldean flu on board.

Host CO_KBeth says:
::closes the shade on the window so that 'Alice' cannot be seen::

CSO_Syrna says:
<MO Generic>::gets different medical people to play patient, and injects people with medicines to give them flu like symptoms::

CIV_Ferrone says:
::overhears the info from sickbay... inwardly groans...  hates the thought of getting sick::

Host Doleo says:
::Follows the CNS::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
OPS: Yes I see that. ::whispers:: Are they gone yet?

Host CO_KBeth says:
*XO*: Understood.  I'll inform our 'guests'.

CNS_Enki says:
::Rings the chime on the door::

Host CO_KBeth says:
CNS: Enter!

CNS_Enki says:
::Flinches slightly, not used to the forceful nature of the greeting, then steps through the now opening doors:: CO: Ma'am, Commander Doleo and Lieutenant Rheims.

OPS_Dvon says:
::looks over at the CNS and Doleo, and then looks at the XO nods and smiles:: XO: Aldean flu, ma'am could I ask what all this is about?

Host Doleo says:
Action: As the two Intelligence agents enter the Ready Room, they spy Flynn sitting in the corner.  Doleo stops in his tracks and stares, trying to place the species.  Rheims does the same, but her tired eyes light up as she sees something completely new to her life.

Host CO_KBeth says:
CNS: Thank you Ensign.  You may return to the bridge.  Cmdr, please have a seat. ::gestures to the two chairs in front of her desk::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::tilts her head sideways and allows a half-grin to emerge:: OPS: Some more perfect timing.

CNS_Enki says:
::Regards the Investigators' looks with a scientist's interest::

CNS_Enki says:
CO: Yes, ma'am.

Host Doleo says:
::Moves slowly toward the chair, never taking his eyes off Flynn::

CNS_Enki says:
::Walks back onto the Bridge, and over to the XO::

OPS_Dvon says:
XO: Ma'am you still didn’t say what is going on, does this have to do with Flynn, I know he has been held under house arrest for some time now, and those are SI personal here to pick up a prisoner, and Flynn is in the RR?

Host CO_KBeth says:
Doleo: I understand you have orders to pick up a prisoner?

Host Rheims says:
::Walks to the other chair, also staring at Flynn.:: 

CNS_Enki says:
XO: Can't blame him for being observant, can you, Commander?  How're you doing?

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::looks up to the approaching CNS::  OPS:  Sorry.  You will have to draw the correct conclusions yourself ::turns to look at him with a grin and wonders if he gets her point::

CSO_Syrna says:
::finds nothing in the Aldean scans that is at all flu like, is frustrated, starts looking for other flu strains in the database::

Host Doleo says:
::Takes his eyes away from Flynn and looks at the Captain::  CO: Er, yes.  I assume that is him.  ::Hands her a PADD containing his orders::

OPS_Dvon says:
XO: Yes, ma'am I understand.  ::turns to go back to his station:: oh ma'am if you need anymore distractions just let me know

Host CO_KBeth says:
::takes the PADD:: Doleo: That remains to be seen.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::chuckles at D’von and turns back around::  CNS: Fine.  Thank you ensign. ::starts to move back to the command chair::

Host Doleo says:
::Raises an eyebrow::  CO: Would you explain that Captain?

TO_T`Rail says:
::looks at the CSO:: CSO: Have you tired Genericillian  or a Genericillian like substitute ?

CSO_Syrna says:
::finds Rigellian flu, thinks about slipping the data in the scans from Aldea::

CNS_Enki says:
::Uh-oh, a curt reply:: XO: Uh, ma'am, request permission to go to Sickbay and assist?

Host CO_KBeth says:
::reading the PADD:: Doleo: I said that remains to be seen.

OPS_Dvon says:
::starts going over departmental reports:; XO: Ma'am should I broadcast the medical quarantine on subspace channels?

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::nods glad to get the CNS away from her:: CNS: Granted.

CSO_Syrna says:
::raises her eyebrow:: TO: Ensign. The medical people are working with the patients. I am working on the scientific data side. This disease needs to be categorized and broken down to its molecular level.

Host Doleo says:
CO: I heard you Captain, what I asked for was an explanation.  That is, undoubtedly, this Mr. "Flynn" we are investigating.  He is to be placed in my custody for interrogation at SB 39-S.  Now, what exactly "remains to be seen"?

TO_T`Rail says:
CSO: ok..............can I help ?

CNS_Enki says:
::Enters the TL, and as soon as the doors close and the car is on the way to Sickbay, she leans back against the back wall... why does the Commander have to be upset at her for doing her job?::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::turns to D’von::  Follow standard procedure and inform the Himori, as well as, Starbase-39S

Host CO_KBeth says:
::puts the PADD down and looks at Doleo and Rheims:: Doleo: Unfortunately, no one is going anywhere at the moment.  The ship has been placed under quarantine and will remain so for the next few days.  We'll be taking you back to SB-39S ourselves.

CSO_Syrna says:
TO: No. I believe you may be better off helping the sickbay personnel, than what I am doing.

CIV_Ferrone says:
XO: Should I slow the Delphyne down?  we're currently traveling at warp 5...  

Host Flynn says:
::Winks at Rheims who quickly looks away and returns her attention to the conversation::

Host Doleo says:
CO: Ah yes, the quarantine.  Exactly what is the nature of the medical emergency?

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CIV: Please do so. ::turns to look at D’von::  OPS: Make it look like we need the power in sickbay.

CIV_Ferrone says:
XO: Aye, sir.

CIV_Ferrone says:
::adjusting the speed of the Delphyne::

Host CO_KBeth says:
Doleo: We are currently experiencing an outbreak of Aldean flu.  As for placing Mr. Flynn under your custody.  As long as he is on board this ship he is under my jurisdiction and you are my guests.  Quarters are being made for you as we speak.

CIV_Ferrone says:
XO: We've slowed to warp 3, sir.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
OPS: You also need to assign our two guests to some quarters please.

CNS_Enki says:
::Arrives on the correct deck, and walks into the research area of Sickbay:: TO: Ensign, still here?  Why don't you go report your findings to the XO.

Host CO_KBeth says:
::hits her comm badge:: *XO*: Inform the Himori of the quarantine and that we will be transporting the Cmdr and his assistant to  SB-39S ourselves.

TO_T`Rail says:
CNS: Aye sir

CSO_Syrna says:
::sees the counsellor arrive, turns back to her work::

OPS_Dvon says:
XO: Ma'am we are having power failures in sickbay again, I am having to draw the power from the warp engines, we will have to drop down to warp 2 at best ::grins::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CO: Aye ma'am.

Host Doleo says:
CO: Listen Captain, those orders give me jurisdiction over that...person.  Whether he is on your ship or not.  Now, I don't know about this "Aldean Flu", but I am quite certain the biofilters can handle it.  Now I suggest, if you do not wish to be found guilty of impeding an investigation, you follow orders.

CNS_Enki says:
::Looks down at herself wondering how someone could mistake her beautiful body for a male?::

TO_T`Rail says:
::leaves sickbay and walks down to the corridor towards the turbolift::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::smiles:: CIV: You heard the man.  Warp 2

OPS_Dvon says:
::starts broadcasting the quarantine notice , and alerts the SB about the ships current power failures::

Host Rheims says:
::Actually shrinks away from Doleo slightly::

CIV_Ferrone says:
OPS: Acknowledged...  ::adjusts speed::  Warp 2 it is, sir.

CSO_Syrna says:
::walks over to  MO Generic:: MO: This is what you found. ::said flatly::

OPS_Dvon says:
::takes the extra power and makes it look like it is being used in sickbay, but it is actually being distributed throughout the ship::

Host Doleo says:
Action: The Delphyne receives a communication from the Himori, asking the reason for the speed reduction

CSO_Syrna says:
<MO Generic> CSO: Oh. Yes. It is. ::sees it is Rigellian flu, thinks: Oh well... flu is flu... blame it on a new intern::

TO_T`Rail says:
::enters the TL::COMPUTER: Bridge

OPS_Dvon says:
XO: Ma'am I have alerted the SB-39s and the Himori about the medical quarantine and the power failures, oh and if needed I am sure Sickbay could use some extra power

Host CO_KBeth says:
::looks at Doleo with a bland expression:: Doleo: Cmdr, I am following my orders.   I am to turn Flynn over to you for interrogation 'at' SB-39S.  When we arrive there...then you will have jurisdiction but until then ::gives him a flinty stare:: I will say what happens on this ship.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
OPS: No I think we are pushing it as is.

CNS_Enki says:
CSO: Hi, Lieutenant

OPS_Dvon says:
XO: ma'am we could have a total warp core failure if needed

TO_T`Rail says:
::walks out on to the  bridge and takes the tactical station::

CSO_Syrna says:
::looks at the CNS:: CNS: Greetings.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::gives the OPS a look of 'thanks but no thanks'::

OPS_Dvon says:
::grins and then goes back to his work::

CNS_Enki says:
CSO: How goes the research?

Host Doleo says:
::Sits back and regards the CO for a few seconds:: CO: I see.  Very well then Captain, have it your way.  However, I begin to suspect there may be more going on here than meets the eye.  I think that I may need to question more than just Flynn when we arrive.  ::Stands up::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::sees the new TO enter the bridge and decides to take the opportunity to make a few introductions::

CSO_Syrna says:
CNS: It is complete. Apparently a young intern was mistaken. We do not have an out break of Aldean flu, but Rigellian Flu. I suppose I should inform the captain. ::would sigh if she were human::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::makes her way to the TO console::  TO: Ensign.  Nice to have you on board.  Let me introduce myself.  I am Cmdr Sykora Tarrez-Merna. ::has a surge of emotional pain as she hears herself say Merna but only her eyes gives it away::

CNS_Enki says:
CSO: Hm, Rigellian flu?  How severe?

Host CO_KBeth says:
::nods her head once in Doleo's direction:: Doleo: As you wish, Cmdr.  But until then I suggest that you make yourself comfortable.  We have several amenities here on board.  I'll have someone show you to your quarters.  ::looks at the Lt.:: Our holodeck facilities are very nice, as is the lounge.

CSO_Syrna says:
CNS: Not very. As long as it is contained.

CSO_Syrna says:
CNS: I believe my work here in sickbay is done. I will be returning to the bridge.

CNS_Enki says:
::Nods to the CSO::

Host Rheims says:
CO: ::Smiles slightly:: Thank you Captain.

Host Doleo says:
::Turns and walks from the room, with one last piercing look at Flynn. ::

Host Flynn says:
::Waves to Doleo::

Host CO_KBeth says:
*XO*: Have someone escort the Cmdr and his assistant to their quarters.

Host Rheims says:
::Stands up and hurries after her boss::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
*CO*: Aye

Host Doleo says:
::Enters the bridge and looks around for the CNS.  His eyes fall on the XO and he stops, looking almost shocked::

CSO_Syrna says:
::exits sickbay::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
OPS: Would you please escort our guest to their quarters. ::doesn't turn around::

OPS_Dvon says:
::begins shutting down all non-essential system, so it doesn’t look like those power failures are being caused on purpose::

Host Doleo says:
ALL: A Romulan?  ::Actually grabs for his belt where a phaser would be.::

OPS_Dvon says:
::looks up and then at the two "guest", taps a few more keys on the controls:: XO: Yes, ma'am of course

Host Rheims says:
::Stops next to Doleo and also looks at the XO, but looks more calm::

CSO_Syrna says:
::goes to the lift::

Host CO_KBeth says:
::watches them go and makes a mental note of Rheim’s reactions and responses.  As soon as the door shuts behind them turns to Flynn:: Flynn: Looks as if we might have some hope in that Rheims.

OPS_Dvon says:
::motions to the TL:: Doleo: This way please, but I must warn you, we are having minor system failures so the TL might be somewhat slow

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::waits for the TO to respond to her::

Host Doleo says:
::Approaches the XO slowly, studying her::

Host Flynn says:
CO: Aye, that we do.  That we do.

OPS_Dvon says:
Doleo: This way please

OPS_Dvon says:
::steps in front of the Lt.::

Host Doleo says:
::Ignores OPS::  XO: Who are you...Commander.  ::Sneers the word::

CSO_Syrna says:
::enters the bridge, sees two strange people on the bridge, thinks: Must be the two other officers from the Himori::

OPS_Dvon says:
Doleo: With that flu going around, we don’t want you hanging around to much. ::motions for him to go to the TL::

CNS_Enki says:
::Wonders what's getting to everyone... probably just this whole Flynn thing?  Hopefully...::

Host CO_KBeth says:
*XO*: Cmdr, can you please join me in my RR.

Host Flynn says:
CO: You're painting yourself into a corner here K'Beth.  Very soon you may have to trust me again.  If you truly value your crew...and your command.

CSO_Syrna says:
::takes her station::

OPS_Dvon says:
::touches Doleo on the arm, trying to guide him towards the TL, can tell the XO doent want to deal with Doleo at the moment::

Host CO_KBeth says:
Flynn: How so?

Host Doleo says:
OPS: Keep away from me Lieutenant.  I want to know what this Romulan is doing on the bridge.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::takes a deep breath as the Cmdr pushes it but smiles warmly as she turns around.::  Doleo: I'm sorry, I was doing my job as XO of this ship. ::hears the CO:: *CO*: On my way ma'am.  ::nods curtly to the guests::  If you will excuse me.  The Lieutenant here will show you to your quarters. ::walks past him and on to the ready room::

OPS_Dvon says:
::looks stunned:: Doleo: Sir, I am not sure what you are asking, but please come with me, the Commander has much work to do

TO_T`Rail says:
::looks at the CSO enter the bridge:: CSO: Can we talk ?

CSO_Syrna says:
::looks over at the TO: TO: Certainly.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::calls over her shoulder as she enters the RR:: CSO: You have the bridge.

CSO_Syrna says:
::hears the XO and goes to the center seat::

Host Flynn says:
::Looks serious, for once::  CO: You're playing a dangerous game here.  That man can ruin you.  Could ruin the careers of any and all aboard the ship.  When you get to Starbase 39-S, you will be forced to answer a lot of questions.  Questions you won't have the answers to.

TO_T`Rail says:
::walks over to her:: CSO: After this shift I was wondering if you’d like to spend some time together and maybe get to know each other. 

Host Doleo says:
::Watches the XO walk away and allows himself to be guided by Rheims and OPS to the TL::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::walks into the RR and sighs a big sigh of relief after the doors close::

CSO_Syrna says:
TO: May I inquire as to why?

OPS_Dvon says:
::sees these guest are going to be trouble:; TO: Mr. T`Rail would you mind walking with me, the CTO asked for you to help me check over the armory once I have taken our guest to their quarters.

Host CO_KBeth says:
Flynn: And you are going to give me the answers? ::gestures to the XO to sit down::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::takes a seat and tries to catch-up::

TO_T`Rail says:
CSO: You seem like a nice person and I’d like to get to know you a little better that’s all.

TO_T`Rail says:
OPS: Sure

Host Flynn says:
::Smiles at the XO, with some sympathy::  CO: No, but I AM going to give you the solution.  ::Grins and winks::

OPS_Dvon says:
::steps into the TL, and holds the door for the TO:: TO: Please hurry, these officers don’t have all day

CSO_Syrna says:
TO: Nice? Vulcans are polite but I would not say we were nice.

Host Doleo says:
<<<<Pause Mission>>>>


